
 

Marianne Decker, OD retires from 
VE.  Co-workers, family and friends 
gathered to celebrate Marianne’s 
retirement.  The north county 
optical/optometry gathered at 
Sammy’s Wood Fired Pizza on July 
29, 2012.  Co-workers from as far as 
Bonita were there to say good-bye.   
You will be missed! 

Sherri Koers, optician in VE and Raquel 
Castro service rep primary care were 
each given 3rd quarter trophy for 
providing excellent service to 
members.  The winners were selected 
by patients and employees’ feedback 
to the Escondido Quality of Service 
committee.  A barbecue was given to 
honor the recipients and all of the 
employees at theEscondido MOB.  Jim 
Malone was there to  extend his 
thanks and appreciation. 

 

 

Business Metrics 
Thru June 2012  
 

 

Business Metrics cont. 
 
Redo rate currently 11.2% Year to 
Date 
Capture Rate is on the rise.  Last 
reported the Capture Rate for SD 
was at 50.7 YTD.  It is currently after 
August results were tabulated at 
incentive payout or at least 55% an 
all- time high for the year. 
Last reported San Diego is currently 
at 100% payout for 2012incentive if 
the trend continues and revenues 
continue to increase. 
 

Congratulations to Vision Essentials 
UBT San Diego 

 for reaching a 4 out of 5 star status. 
WE did it with numerous ideas and 
suggestions coming from the 
constituents who make up VE UBT 
workforce and the ongoing 
commitment from 

commitment from management to 
collaborate. The test of change ideas 
are geared to help make health care 
more affordable and efficient for our 
members as well as for us. The next 
UBT meeting is Sept.21, 2012. 
 

UBT NEWS   SAN DIEGO 
VISION ESSENTIALS BY KAISER PERMANENTE                                             
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Sept 19, 20 San Diego Service Forum    
Training from Lab October 8 & 9, 2012 
Test of Change Redo Rate Reduction Training 

 

Test of Change Performance Trackers 

Otay Mesa has lowered their redo rate by 

30% since they began in April.  The Test of 

Change which started in   Otay  test of 

change will be rolled out in all clinics 

hopefully by October.  Overall redo rate for 

San Diego is at 11.2  incentive goal is 12%. 

North County Test of Change began in 

August 2012. Capture rate matters 

especially to those who are betting on a 

55% or more to payout for the next 

incentive.  Currently San Diego Capture rate 

is at 50.7 %    With wearing the newly 

designed uniform coat Opticians hope to 

increase capture rate by complimenting the 

doctors attire and their professionalism 

making it more of a team.  Currently 

Escondido is at 67%, Carlsbad 62% and Vista 

45% 

Proactive Office Encounters still remains 

above 90% despite the slight drop of last 

month’s encounters. Due to implementation 

of Kaleidoscope 

Vision Essentials UBT reaches a level 4 of 

performance.    After remaining at level 3 for 

over a year it was welcome surprise to see 

the rise in performance.  Hopefully the UBT 

with your help will continue to improve and 

will be operating at a level 5!  Don’t forget 

to keep those ideas coming by telling your 

representative how we can improve YES 

pillars:  quality, service, access people 

growth community, and affordability. 

 

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2012 

 

UBT REPRESENTATIVES 
San Diego VE 

 

 

Jerry Beebe 8-291-5378 

David Durrill 8-293-3135 

Violet Wolley 8-275-5077 

Julia Braverman 8-233-4354 

Sherri Koers 8-232-7044 

Jennifer Mao, OD 8-233-4305 

Jean Wang, OD 8-240-7100 

Lori  Dolecki 8-293-3013 

Wyteria Woods    8-293-3133 

Mark.J.Carmona@kp.org 

Cynthi.X.1.Rodriguez@kp.org 

 

Escondido Service Award   
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